AGENDA OF THE TECHNICAL WEBINAR

Moderator: Elisabetta Guidobaldi, ANSA Journalist

WELCOME SPEECH
Salvatore Corroppolo, Manager of Service of Energy Policy and Resources of the Territory, Abruzzo Region

STATE OF THE ART OF THE PROGRAMME ITALY-CROATIA
Diana Gracin Petrovic, Joint Secretariat, Interreg Italy-Croatia Programme

JOINT SECAPs, ADAPTATION PILLAR
Paolo Barbosa & Aldo Treville, Joint Research Center JRC

COVENANT OF MAYORS: NEW COMMITMENTS AND FOCUS ON GROUPS AND JOINT SECAPs
Mariangela Luceri, Covenant of Mayors – Europe

THE JOINT_SECAP PROJECT: STEPS, MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS AND RESULTS
Rosalba D’Onofrio, University of Camerino, JOINT SECAP project

THE CONTEXT ANALYSIS OF THE PROJECT TARGET AREAS
Zvonko Čuljat, Municipality of Vela Luka, JOINT SECAP project

RISK AND VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT
Antonio Frankovic, IRENA, JOINT SECAP project

HIGHLIGHTS OF SCENARIOS AND FOCUS GROUPS
Primorje-Gorski Kotar County and County of Split-Dalmatia, JOINT SECAP project

PRELIMINARY STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Maria Pietrobelli, Sergio Trevisani, Municipality of San Benedetto, JOINT SECAP project

THE IDENTIFIED JOINT ADAPTATION ACTIONS
Chiara Barchiesi, Regione Abruzzo, JOINT SECAP project

THE PLATFORM DEVELOPED WITHIN THE JOINT_SECAP PROJECT
Ester Zazzero, Timothy Brownlee, Piera Pellegrino, Municipality of Pescara and UNICAM, JOINT SECAP

THE INVOLVEMENT OF THE TERRITORIES IN THE TRANSFERRING OF PROJECT ACHIEVEMENTS
Nikola Matak, SDEWES, JOINT SECAP project

WRAP-UP OF MEETING AND OPEN DEBATE

CLOSURE OF THE MEETING
AGENDA OF THE POLITICAL HIGH LEVEL WEBINAR

WELCOME SPEECH
Marco Marsilio, President of Abruzzo Region

WRAP-UP OF THE TECHNICAL MEETING
Claudio Pettinari, Rector of the University of Camerino
Rosalba D’Onofrio, University of Camerino, JOINT_SECAP coordinator

EU STRATEGIES AND POLICIES IN THE FIELD OF ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE CHANGE
Katerina Fortun, European Commission, DG CLIMA, International and Mainstreaming and Policy Coordination - Adaptation

THE STRATEGY AND INITIATIVES IN THE FIELD OF ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE CHANGE IN ITALY
Italian Ministry for Ecological Transition (tbc)

THE STRATEGY AND INITIATIVES IN THE FIELD OF ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE CHANGE IN CROATIA
Dunja Mazzocco Drvar, Director of Directorate for climate activities of the Croatian Ministry of Energy/Environment

THE FUTURE OF THE ITALY-CROATIA PROGRAMME
Veneto Region, Managing Authority of Italy-Croatia / JS (tbc)

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE POLITICAL COMMITMENT FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF JOINT SECAPs
Juljie Domac, Covenant of Mayors – Europe Political Board

OPEN DEBATE / Q&A

CLOSURE OF THE MEETING
Nicola Campitelli, Councilor for Energy, Waste, Urban Planning and Territory, Landscapes, Maritime Property - Abruzzo Region

Organised with the support of

More information
https://www.italy-croatia.eu/web/jointsecap